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Proceeding from the pseudopotential-well approximation for ion motion in a quadrupole ion 
trap, mathematical expressions are derived to describe the excitation amplitude of an ion 
packet at a given mass-to-charge ratio. Ion-neutral collisions are incorporated to describe the 
damping of ion trajectories and to describe the distribution of individual ion trajectories 
about a mean amplitude for the ion packet. The rate of increase of the amplitude during 
scanning is related to expressions that describe the amplitude dispersion of the ions at the 
time of ejection from the trap, which is operating in a resonance ejection scanning mode to 
describe the temporal line width of the ejected ion packet. The temporal line width is related 
to mass resolution under a number of different scanning conditions. Included in the 
discussion are considerations of the effect on resolution of the resonance excitation voltage, 
temperature, pressure, noise, and buffer-gas composition. An expression for the maximum 
possible resolution at high ion mass-tocharge ratios is developed, and these results are 
compared to an existing theoretical construction. The expressions derived under the pseu- 
dopotential-well approximation are further extended to high qL values and compared to 
experimental data previously published by two other researchers. (1 Am Sot Muss Spectmm 
1994,5, 676-688) 
ecent work on high mass, high resolution ion 
Rd trap mass spectrometry has shown that three- imensional Paul-type [I] quadrupole instru- 
ments are capable of resolution exceeding one million 
[Z, 31 and detection of ions with mass-to-charge ratios 
greater than 50,000 [4] during operation in the reso- 
nance ejection mode [5]. Although the theory that 
describes the mass scanning properties of ion-trap-type 
instruments in both the mass-selective instability mode 
[6, 71 and in the resonance ejection modes [8] is well 
established, even in systems incorporating nonlinear 
hexapole and octapole fields 191, theory that describes 
the resolution characteristics for the purpose of further 
optimization of instrument performance has been slow 
to develop. 
In a recent article, Goeringer et al. [IO] proposed a 
theoretical basis for understanding high resolution 
mass spectra obtained in quadrupole ion traps via 
resonance ejection. This theory is based on two funda- 
mental assumptions. The first assumption requires that 
a pseudopotential-well description of ion motion, 
which was extended to include ion-molecule colli- 
sions, allows the amplitude excitations of the ion to be 
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described by the response of a damped harmonic oscil- 
lator to an external driving frequency. The basis of this 
assumption is the work of Major and Dehmelt [li]. 
By using this assumption, the authors derived the 
amplitude response of an ion in the case of a linearly 
scanned excitation frequency. This response showed a 
clear dependence on scan rate and ion damping, and 
the width of this response line in frequency space was 
subsequently related to a mass line width to determine 
the mass resolution. The use of this frequency line 
width for ion excitations implies a second assumption. 
This assumption is that frequency dispersion of the 
amplitude excitation is equivalent (or at least propor- 
tional) to the spatial dispersion of the ion packet at 
ejection. In effect, this assumption implies that ions of 
a given resonant frequency are being ejected from the 
trap during the entire time that the excitation ampli- 
tude of the ion packet is nonzero, so that the temporal 
line width is the same as if the ions were not ejected at 
all. 
In addition to not directly addressing the physics of 
ion packet ejection, this second assumption is trou- 
bling because it does not allow for a description of the 
effect of excitation amplitude on mass resolution. Fur- 
thermore, it is well known that a classical externally 
driven damped harmonic oscillator has no implied 
amplitude dispersion [ 121 beyond that implied by tran- 
sient excitations and phase-angle differences. If scanned 
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sufficiently slowly and without any other amplitude 
dispersion mechanism, a damped harmonic oscillator 
with a fixed ejection amplitude should be capable of 
infinite resolution. 
Figure 1 clarifies this point. The wide distribution in 
Figure 1 describes the ion packet oscillation amplitude 
as a function of time, assuming the behavior of a 
damped harmonic oscillator. The inset distribution near 
the z0 axis represents an actual distribution of ion 
oscillation amplitudes around the mean at the moment 
of ion packet ejection. In a first-order approximation, 
the actual temporal line width at ejection (inset near 
the art axis) is governed by the amplitude dispersion 
of the ion trajectories and the rate of amplitude in- 
crease. This line width may be considerably thinner 
than the temporal lime width of the amplitude excita- 
tion of ions that are not ejected from the trap. In fact, if 
this amplitude dispersion approaches zero, the tempo- 
ral line will also approach zero, corresponding to infi- 
nite resolution. 
Furthermore, this second assumption is unnecessary 
because the same mathematical development of ion- 
neutral momentum transfer processes used to describe 
the collisional damping of ion trajectories also can be 
used to describe the amplitude dispersion of the ion 
packet at the point of ejection [13]. The amplitude 
dispersion of the packet then may be related to the rate 
of increase in the ion packet oscillation amplitude at 
ejection to obtain temporal and mass resolution line 
widths. These line width expressions yield resolution 
descriptions that may be compared to the resolution 
expressions obtained from the previous frequency line 
width assumption and to various experimental mea- 
surements. 
Theory 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the temporal line width of a 
group of ions ejected at a given mass-to-charge ratio 
may be approximated by the expression 
AA 
At = - 
dA/dt 
(1) 
Here At is the temporal line width, A A is the ampli- 
tude dispersion at ejection, and dA/dt is the rate of 
increase of the ion packet amplitude at ejection. By 
using the pseudopotential-well approximation [7, 111, 
we compute dA/dt on the basis of considerations 
similar to those used by Goeringer et al. [lo], whereas 
AA is derived from dispersion considerations in 
ion-molecule collisions. 
Axial Excitation of ion Motion 
Ignoring the radial motion equations, we describe the 
axial motions as 
2 
(2) 
where 
%a 
w=X 
fS = ;z, 
4eV0 
q2: = mr2& 0 
The terms are defined as follows: z is the mean axial 
ion position, V is the fundamental rf drive voltage, e is 
the ion charge, m is the ion mass, r, is the ring 
electrode radius, C! is the fundamental angular drive 
frequency, V, is the supplemental end cap excitation 
voltage, o, is the supplemental end cap excitation 
frequency, and c is the reduced collision frequency 
discussed below. The term w, is the secular frequency 
of unforced resonant oscillations, and fs is amplitude 
of external forcing normalized per unit mass. 
The substitution of t = Z(t>exp(io,t) into eq 2 
along with an assumption that Z(t) is a slowly varying 
function of time, w -z oS, and o B c allows us to write 
;+(;+iAW)Z=g (3) 
where Ao = wS - w. 
It may be shown that if the secular frequency is 
swept linearly with time such that A w = at, where II is 
the scan rate in radians per square second, then Z can 
be written as 
Figure 1. The relationship between ion packet excitation (full 
width curve), amplitude dispersion of the ion packet Ciit left), 
and the actual temporal line width of the mass peak represented 
by the ion packet (inset center). 
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where x = a”*t and r = 2/c. The amplitude of the shows a square root dependence of the diffraction 
secular oscillation is determined by the absolute value intensity pattern produced by an infinite straight edge 
of Z(x), such that the amplitude A = lZ(x>l. To sim- in wave optics [151. Subsequent differentiation with 
plify subsequent operations, we define F(x) as a di- respect to x gives 
mensionless amplitude 
dF 
2WG 
F(x) = __ 
2w& 
fs 
lZ(x>l= IA(~) 
s 
where F(x) is given by 
65 ! (10) 
+ [L’exp( &)sin($) d,]‘l’;’ (6) Amplitude Dispersion 
The average rate of momentum loss due to collisions is 
Direct evaluation of these integrals is difficult, and 
related to the reduced collision frequency c. A mathe- 
closed-form solutions do not exist, but as shown in refs 
matical derivation for c is given by 
10 and 11, it is possible to utilize approximations for 
the two cases where a? P 1 and a’j2r Q 1. These 
integrals also may be evaluated numerically in regions 
where these simple approximations are not available. 
For a’/% 4 1, we utilize a result obtained by inte- 
gration by parts, so that 
Rx) = {g&z 
gives the excitation amplitude. This expression may be 
differentiated with respect to time to obtain 
dF bwx 
dx (1 + a?X2)3’2 
(8) 
This latter equation describes the rate of increase of the 
ion envelope near ejection. 
For the case of a’/‘r s 1 we require an approxima- 
tion that describes the rising side of the amplitude 
envelope so that the slope in the vicinity of resonant 
frequency at x = 0 may be determined. In this limit, 
we can rewrite eq 6 in terms of Fresnel integrals 1141, 
so that 
nw, uD (11) 
where m is the ion mass, M is the mass of colliding 
neutrals, n is the number density of neutrals, D, is the 
average relative speed of the colliding ion and neutral, 
and oo is the collision cross section, and proceeds 
from momentum transfer arguments that are outlined 
elsewhere [131, wherein the ion is assumed to be 
“drifting” in a constant electric field. The present de 
velopments assume that although the ions undergo 
accelerated motion in the ion trap oscillations, the 
average momentum damping is still the same. 
The same arguments that allow the development of 
the reduced collision frequency expressions also may 
be applied to velocity dispersion of the ion packet [13] 
caused by collisions with neutrals. This dispersion is 
based on the discontinuous nature of the ion damping. 
Following Mason and McDaniel [13] and considering 
only the axial excitations of the ions, we write the 
relative velocity dispersion as for ions traveling at drift 
velocity Dd 
k-l- C* 4m+M M 
(AV,)’ = 3 - vd’ = - + - 
m 
--vd’ (12) 
3 2m+M m 
where (AVzj2 is the velocity dispersion about the mean 
F(x) = J;; 
u, in the z direction, n: is the thermal average of the 
square of ion velocity in the t direction, k is the 
(9) 
Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, and 
C* is a constant that has a value on the order of 1 
C(x) +os $ de 
0 ( I 
depending on the m/M ratio and the nature of ion- 
neutral scattering. 
As mentioned before, eqs 11 and 12 are both devel- 
oped for the case of constant electric field. Use of eq 11 
in the present case requires the assumption that the 
overall ion packet is in dynamic equilibrium with the 
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neutrals via collisions, so that c may represent the 
average damping of the ion packet. Equation 12 repre- 
sents the fluctuations around this equilibrium, and the 
earlier assumption that o S= c implies that the velocity 
dispersion may be averaged over tune by using the 
root mean square (rms) value of v,. Further, because 
that particle is undergoing simple harmonic motion, 
the expression v, = oz allows us to relate the velocity 
dispersion to the amplitude dispersion of the ion 
packet. 
for f, to obtain 
dA dF(xq) rS o -= 
r,J;; d ln F( x,1 
df fiF(x+) dx = A dx 
(16) 
The amplitude dispersion of the ion packet in dy- 
namical equilibrium with the surrounding neutrals 
may therefore be represented as 
where v,, is the rms velocity amplitude due to the 
external driving field. At the point of ejection, Aej = 
r,/21’2, v,, = wS rJ2 and substitution into eq 13 gives 
*,=/w (14) 
dA/df is proportional to the ratio of dF/dx to F. This 
ratio, also expressed as d In F/dx, is plotted for vari- 
ous values of a’/‘r in Figure 2. Two different scalings 
are provided in this figure because the liiiting case 
a”% < 1 has a natural scaling of a~ t, as seen in eqs 7 
and 8, whereas the case a16 s 1 scales to a’/‘t, as 
seen in eqs 9 and 10. At a given scan speed and 
damping, the maximum resolution depends on maxi- 
mizing d ln F/dx. This maximum occurs at t, = 
- l/a~, as illustrated in Figure 2a, for all scan-rate and 
damping values! This result establishes the temporal 
shift of the ion ejection point (obtained at maximum 
resolution) relative to the resonant frequency of ion 
oscillations. 
The maximum of dA/dt at ion ejection as a function 
of a and r may be obtained for the two limiting cases 
on the basis of a similar evaluation as was performed 
to obtain eqs 8 and 10. For all27 Q 1, the rate of 
This 
si 4 
expression indicates that the amplitude disper- 
n at ion ejection is directly related to the effective 
ion temperature in the axial direction [13]. Additional 
.’ consideration of velocity dispersion in the radial direc- 
tion would allow m(AV)’ (similar to eq 12) to be 
related to the effective ion temperature as discussed in 
Mason and McDaniel [13]. This fact has additional 
implications for instrument resolution and spectra1 
quality, which may be degraded by collision-induced 
dissociation of ions caused by scanning of the ions 
from the trap. 
Minimum Ejection Line Width 
Direct substitution into eq 1 of eq 14 along with eq 8 or 
10 yields an expression for temporal line width At 
depending on the actual time of ion packet ejection t+ 
Although this substitution may be performed at any 
value, the primary interest is in the maximum obtain- 
able resolution at a given scan speed that will occur at 
the minimum of At or the maximum of dA/dt. 
At the point in time x+ f= ul/’ t,) where the ion 
package is ejected, the amplitude of oscillation is given 
by A(xei) = rJ2 ‘1’ Based on eq 5, this ejection point . 
is determined by the excitation amplitude fS, so that 
-2 -1 0 1 2 3 
ad 
- ai% -> infinity 
-- 81% = 5 
b 
0.5 
x 
B 
6 
a’% = ,s 
-.- a’qzr.2 
f = fi’o,r,J;; 
S F(Q 
(15) 0.0 
describes the excitation required to eject the ion packet 
at time xej. 
To evaluate the maximum of dA/df, eq 5 is differ- 
entiated with respect to t whereas eq 15 is substituted 
-10 -6 -6 4 -2 0 2 
a’Rt 
Figure 2. Derivative of the log of F(x) for various scan-rate and 
damping factors as a function of art and a”%. All curves share 
a maximum at ant = - 1. The maximum on each curve indicates 
the op!imum excitation amplitude and resolution. 
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maximum amplitude increase is given by By using m/M s- 1, we obtain eqs 22 and 23 for the 
two regimes: 
dA r,ar 
dt max = x 
1171 
whereas for a’/% z- 1, the rate of maximum amplitude 
increase is given by 
m 
-= 
Am fi{e v’i7e1 02) 
111 
-= 
(18) 
As previously indicated, eq 1 provides an expres- 
sion for temporal line width of a mass peak based on 
the amplitude dispersion and the rate of increase of the 
amplitude of ion motion. If eq 14, along with eq 17 or 
18, is substituted into eq 1 to give the minimum line 
width at fixed scan-rate and damping conditions, the 
temporal line width is given by 
These two expressions may be used directly to obtain 
the limiting behavior of the resolution in the high and 
low scan speed cases. Lower and upper bounds for the 
maximum obtainable resolution can be determined 
from the limiting behavior, and two such bounds are 
given by 
(19) 
and 
(20) 
Results and Discussion 
Mass Resolution 
These last four equations describe for various limits 
the maximum obtainable resolution at a given scan 
speed and damping. Figure 3 illustrates the actual 
scan-rate dependence of the mass resolution as a func- 
tion of a’&. This scan-rate dependence is based on 
numerical integration of d ln F/dx at t = - l/aT. Also 
included in the figure are the bounds provided by eqs 
24 and 25, which are established by the limiting behav- 
ior of the resolution. 
The work of Goeringer et al. [lo] established the rela- 
tionship between temporal line width and mass resolu- 
tion as 
m w w 
___=_ 
A.m Aw At 
(21) 
(Note that the subscript “s” has been dropped from 
this and subsequent secular frequency w references.) 
This expression, along with those in eqs 19 and 20, 
allows the evaluation of mass resolution, but a neces- 
sary condition for the use of eq 1 in the derivation of 
these equations is that AA must be small relative to 
rJ2 i/* at ejection. In practice, this condition is equiva- 
lent to m/M + 1 and is readily met by the use of a 
light buffer gas during mass analysis. Additionally, the 
derivation of eqs 8 and 10 requires that w be near 
resonance at ejection. This condition is met by the use 
of maximum dA/dt values for the two cases. 
Log(a+) 
Figure 3. Resolution as a function of the scan rate and damping 
factor a”% in the limiting case kT --f 0 and C* = 1. Dotted line 
is based on numerical integration, whereas solid lines are based 
on the bounds presented in eqs 23 and 24. 
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Mass Dependence of lnstrumen t Resolution 
Equations 24 and 25 describe the mass dependence of 
the maximum obtainable resolution, but in fact both a 
and T have mass dependence that should be made 
explicit. This affects both the resolution expressions of 
eqs 22 through 25 as well as appropriate axial excita- 
tion amplitudes discussed subsequently in eqs 37 
through 40. 
The mass dependence of a is straightforward: a is 
directlv related to the mass scan rate via the differen- , 
tial form of eq 21 as seen in 
do em d(m/e) 
“‘dt=m dt 
Although the frequency scan rate for a 
(26) 
given mass-to- . _ 
charge ratio remains constant over the course of the 
scan, the effective (frequency) scan rate decreases with 
increasing mass. This important result may be coupled 
immediately to eq 23 (high scan speed lit) to obtain 
GTPl (27) 
This result, where resolution is directly proportional to 
mass, may be used to illustrate clearly why unit mass 
resolution is readily maintained over the entire scan 
range of the “classic” ion trap [16, 171 system. 
A brief qualitative argument illustrates this fact. It 
is well recognized that an ion trap that uses axial 
modulation [8] qualitatively gives resolution behavior 
similar to the classic mass-selective instability scan, 
whereas various researchers [lo, 18, 191 have noted 
that line width behavior at higher qZ values (i.e., 
qZ > 0.4) should yield qualitatively similar characteris- 
tics. At the high qL values (near qZ = 0.9) that are used 
for axial modulation, kT < C*Mr,202/6, so that in clas- 
sic mass-selective instability at high scan speeds, eq 28 
pertains: 
The ion-mass m and neutral-molecule buffer-mass 
M [20] dependence of this expression are in good 
agreement with the known behavior of the classic 
mass-selective instability scan. The scan-rate depen- 
dence also agrees with high scan speed behavior de- 
scribed by Louris et al. [19] (see Figure 6a). This result 
further implies that resolution is independent of pres- 
sure if ions are sufficiently cooled prior to spectrum 
scanning [6, 7, 211. 
Like a, T also has mass dependence because r = 2/c 
and c is defined in eq 11. In addition to the explicit 
terms, V, and or, may also carry some mass depen- 
dence. The special case utilized by Goeringer et al. [ 101 
involved an induced dipole-interaction model between 
the ion and the neutral molecules, because for this 
model, the collision frequency is truly independent of 
ion velocity in v,. In such a case (by using m + M) we 
obtain 
27rne UpM 
c=- 
m i- % 
(29) 
where olP is the polarizability of the neutral and E, is 
the pertnittivity of free space. 
The velocity independence of c is essential to the 
solution of eq 2 as presented in eqs 7 through 10. In 
this ion-induced dipole-interaction model, this velocity 
independence is preserved, although as seen in eq 11, 
the reduced collision frequency c in general depends 
on the relative velocity between the ion and a colliding 
neutral molecule. However, even in a more general 
ion-neutral interaction model, the relative velocity v, 
(and therefore c) is still velocity independent if kT S= 
C*Mr,2w2/6. This condition is the same as that which 
will be discussed subsequently as a temperatme- 
limited resolution regime (see eq 32). 
Nevertheless, this expression has some general ap- 
plicability for lower mass ions, and utilizing eq 29, one 
may rewrite eq 22 as 
m &“?tl3/2 --_ 
Am rrnem kT/rzm’ + C*M/6 
&rtl 
(30) 
This is the low scan speed analog of eq 27. 
It must be noted that eqs 27, 28, and 30 all show a 
difference in resolution between ions of the same 
mass-to-charge ratio when these ions have different 
charge states. More explicitly, each equation can be 
written as a function of m/e multiplied by r&‘. In 
this situation, the improvement in resolution for a 
multiply charged ion at a given m/e value is propor- 
tional to the number of elemental charges. It is impor- 
tant to note that this implies that under a fixed set of 
scanning conditions, the maximum mass resolution 
will be obtained for the singly charged ion. 
‘Ihe primary means of delineating the two operating 
regimes has been to consider the value of a’/*~ relative 
to 1. This value also has an explicit mass dependence, 
based on eqs 26 and 29, as is given by 
It is clear that the primary dependence in this expres- 
sion is pressure, whereas all other factors are ex- 
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pressed as the square root. Nevertheless, under full 
scan experiments, the mass dependence does provide 
for differences of a factor of 3 or 4 for different ions in 
a given scan, yielding distinctive resolution behavior. 
Temperature and Collisional Focusing 
The effect of temperature on resolution arises from the 
ion packet dispersion term in the denominator of eqs 
22 through 25. The dependence of resolution on tem- 
perature is governed by the relative values of the 
temperature itself and the frequency of supplemental 
excitation. The critical point occurs when 
where V, is the mean thermal velocity of the neutrals. 
This point occurs when the average axial ion velocity 
at ejection (u,, = r,w/Z) exceeds the mean thermal 
velocity of the neutrals. For ejection frequencies (qZ 
values) below this critical point, the resolution is lim- 
ited by the dispersion of the “stationary” ion packet 
before excitation, which is a function of system tem- 
perature and may be represented as 
111 i- in row2 1 c* 
am 2 T&ET G/2 + l/r 
kT * -Mr2w2 
6 ’ 
(33) 
This expression clarifies that increases in ejection fre- 
quency greatly enhance the resolution until the condi- 
tion of eq 32 is met. In a standard commercial ion trap 
mass spectrometry (ITMS) instrument (Y, = 1 cm, 0 = 
6.911 X lo6 s-l) at O”C, the condition of eq 32 is 
computed to occur at a supplemental frequency of 29.3 
kHz (qZ = 0.075) for helium buffer gas and 11.1 kHz 
(qZ = 0.028) for nitrogen (assuming C* = 1). Above 
these values, the increase in resolution with increasing 
frequency will be a modified linear relationship de- 
scribed by 
(u/VQ\/6m/c*M C* 
G/2 + l/r 
kT Q -Mr2w2 (34) 
6 O 
This is, of course, the opposite limiting case from eq 
33. In this case, we see that buffer molecular mass 
becomes an important limiting factor in higher ejection 
frequency cases. In either case, increasing the ion mass 
or the excitation frequency yields increased resolution. 
Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between tem- 
perature, buffer mass, and excitation frequency for five 
different buffer gases in both low and high scan speed 
limits. At low temperatures (the buffer-mass-limited 
case of eq. 28), the condition of maximum resolution is 
obtained, whereas increasing temperature provides a 
degraded resolution although the inflection point may 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
Log[kT/(roo)*] 
\ 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
Log[kT/ (r,o)2] 
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of resolution for various 
buffer gases: (a) high scan speed limit a’/’ 7 s 1; (b) low scan 
speed limit a”* 7 =s 1. 
be varied by adjustment of the excitation frequency. 
One interesting feature of the low scan speed limit is 
the fact that helium rather than hydrogen provides the 
highest resolution. This is primarily due to the signifi- 
cantly lower polarizability (by more than a factor of 2) 
of helium. 
The temperature of neutral buffer molecules has 
been used in the development of amplitude dispersion 
equations 12 through 14. This approach is consistent 
with the pseudopotential-well model developments of 
Major and Dehmelt [ll]. It is clear that the actual ion 
temperatures reported in the literature [21-231, which 
are typically higher than the buffer ion temperature, 
depend also on the effective ion temperatures pro- 
duced by non-thermal excitations of the ion trajecto- 
ries. Several means for these excitations have been 
discussed in&ding nonlinear resonances [9, 241, drive 
frequency harmonics 1241, parasitic electrical signals, 
mechanical vibrations, and electrical noise 1251. 
Although these excitation sources must be recog- 
nized for their temperature-related effects in any ion 
chemistry experiment, it is clear that the hottest point 
for ions in virtually all ion trap experiments occurs at 
ion ejection. At ejection, the amplitude dispersion de- 
scribed by eq 14 has a direct thermal component and 
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an axial excitation component. The axial excitation 
component of this dispersion is proportional to the 
product Aw, as was described in the derivation of eq 
14, for each frequency component. As long as the Ao 
product for other non-secular oscillation frequencies is 
small with respect to r0 05/2*/‘, the dispersion factors 
for these other oscillations may be neglected in the 
spatial amplitude dispersion term. 
Excitation Amplitude and Mass Shiff 
Duriig the development of minimum ejection line 
width expressions, eq 15 described the relationship 
between the ejection point of the ion packet and the 
supplementary excitation amplitude. Further it was 
observed that dA/dt has a clear maximum for given a 
and T values when the ejection point occurs at At,.,, as 
given by 
At,= -’ 
ar 
(see Figure 2). This time is measured relative to the 
resonance point in the scan (e.g., t = 0 occurs at w = 
w,). Substituting eqs 26 and 29 into this expression 
gives eq 36, which illustrates the effect of pressure, 
scan rate (d(m/e)/dt), and ejection frequency on the 
ejection time at maximum resolution: 
This ejection time implies a mass shift that can be 
determined based on eq 21 to offer a comparison 
between mass shift and mass resolution. The relative 
mass shift at maximum resolution is given by 
m -= 
AWl 
(37) 
which is independent of scan rate, but clearly depen- 
dent on ion mass-to-charge ratio, buffer mass, and 
pressure. For low scan speeds (a’&- 4 1) this value 
may be directly compared to those in eqs 22 and 30. 
This result is somewhat limited in that it only 
applies to the mass shift after the excitation amplitude 
f, is adjusted to obtain maximum resolution. If the 
amplitude of the secular drive is not adjusted to yield 
maximum resolution for the ion mass of interest, it is 
clear that eq 15 will govern the mass shifts. The maxi- 
mum delay possible in an ion ejection system occurs at 
the maximum value of amplitude envelope. In Figure 
2 this corresponds to the point where d In F/dx = 0. 
At scan-rate extremes, ejection can only be delayed for 
a small time after resonance. For a’/% 4 1, the maxi- 
mum delay occurs approximately at t = +2r, whereas 
for a’/% s- 1, the maximum delay occurs at about 
t = +2/a ‘/‘. By overdriving the axial excitation am- 
plitude, ions may be ejected at any time prior to 
resonance, so that the minimum ejection time t is not 
limited by any boundary. 
Because maximum resolution occurs at x, = 
-l/(a’/%), as seen in Figure 2, substitution of this 
value into eq 15 provides an expression for optimum 
excitation amplitude. Combined with the definition of 
f, in eq 2, f, can be directly related to the excitation 
voltage amplitude, so that 
fimrofs V,=_= 
2 w?nr,2fi 
e H-l/fir) 
(38) 
The behavior of V, as a function of el/% is the inverse 
of the behavior of resolution in Figure 3. The value of 
V, may be approximated in a manner similar to that 
for m/Am in eqs 24 and 25. The limiting cases are 
given by the expressions 
(39) 
and 
These expressions may again be substituted with eqs 
26 and 29 to illustrate the mass dependencies at maxi- 
mum resolution conditions. Further, substituting eq 26 
for the case a’&- P 1 yields 
v, = 2&cor,2 d mo d(m/e) -- dt fi/;;7* 1 (41) rre 
whereas substituting eq 29 in the case a’/% 4 1 yields 
\/;;T < 1 (42) 
Of particular interest is the mess dependence of both 
expressions, which indicate that excitation frequency 
amplitudes may benefit from scanning in a manner 
similar to the rf scanning of the instrument. It should 
be noted that eq 41 describes a behavior that is qualita- 
tively similar to that of a classical ITMS system for 
adjustment of the excitation amplitude relative to the 
scan rate and ion mass variables [26] and agrees well 
with ref 19 at 4.2 V. 
This analysis is based on the assumption that a 
simple dipole field describes the electric field pro- 
duced by the supplemental end cap voltages. Actual 
field values vary considerably from this dipole ideal. 
Even near the origin, correction values for the axial 
excitation electric field have been reported as 0.8 [27] 
and 0.877 [28] based on experimental and theoretical 
considerations, respectively. These dipole field correc- 
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tion values are a function of both radial and axial 
positions, and they are expected to be considerably 
smaller with radial displacements near the ring and to 
increase to unity near the center of the end caps. 
Limitations and Comparison to Existing Theoy 
The present theoretical construction is an important 
departure from previous theoretical work [ 101 for three 
reasons. First, the high scan speed behavior is not 
dependent on pressure and proceeds as a’/’ rather 
than a7 as in the previous analysis. It should be noted 
that this result is consistent with a large body of data 
that show resolution to be constant over a broad range 
of pressures when sufficient time is allowed to ther- 
malize the ions before scanning [7, 221. 
-2 
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Second, the present theory predicts, via eqs 39 
through 42, the excitation voltages required to obtain 
maximum resolution at any scan speed. However, we 
reiterate that important nonlinear field effects were 
disregarded in the derivation of these two equations. A 
correction factor is necessary to predict required exci- 
tation voltages accurately for a given resolution; one 
correction factor is probably obtained best from experi- 
ment, but the scan-rate dependencies and temporal 
line shifts should not be altered by these considera- 
tions. 
b 
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Third, the ion dispersion description implies that 
resolutions are directly dependent on the relative 
masses of the buffer neutrals and the ions themselves 
owing to collisional focusing. Furthermore, this effect 
is independent of the scan-rate regime. This effect 
describes how higher resolutions are produced for 
higher masses in any continuous scan. This term also 
incorporates the effects of temperature (and, qualita- 
tively, electrical noise) into the consideration of resolu- 
tion. 
Log(a) 
Figure 5. (a) Comparison of mass resolution at four different 
m/M values in the low temperature limit. Both upper and lower 
bounds are shown. The behavior of the previous frequency line 
with model is also shown for comparison. (b) Specific compari- 
son of the present model at m/M = 125 with the existing f’re- 
quency line width model. The upper four broken curves illus- 
trate the present model at three damping factors, whereas the 
lower 3 illustrate the frequency line width model of the same 
three values. The two solid lines indicate the maximum obtain- 
able resolution as a function of scan rate for the two models. 
Figure 5 illustrates a predicted resolution compari- 
son between the present result and the previous fre- 
quency line width mode [lo]. The resolution predicted 
in the present theory is actually higher in both scan-rate 
regimes. In the slow scan regime the resolution is 
higher owing to the collisional focusing of the higher 
mass ions by the light neutrals. This focusing effect is 
also present at high scan speeds, but it is more impor- 
tant to note that the l/a’/’ behavior of the resolution 
implies higher resolution even without this focusing 
effect. 
temporal fluctuations in the amplitude of the ion packet 
during scanning. 
Note that several important sources of amplitude 
dispersion have been neglected in the present theory to 
focus on the ion behavior in a damped harmonic 
oscillator model. During the previous discussion of 
temperature, electrical noise was dismissed as a major 
source of spatial ion packet dispersion, but temporal 
and frequency dispersion effects, which could result 
from noise in the radiofrequency drive or other electri- 
cal and mechanical sources, were not considered. It is 
worth noting that Aw, is directly proportional to AV 
in the drive voltage and that this may yield significant 
Geometrical considerations also have been ne- 
glected. In a standard commercial instrument, the axial 
position that corresponds to the ion exit aperture is a 
function of radius. If the exit aperture is only 3.5 mm 
in radius, the AA of the aperture may be as large as 
O.O&,, which is the same as collision-based dispersion 
produced by an m/M ratio of 92 (e.g., m/z 370 in 
He buffer) in the low temperature limit. Clearly for 
higher masses the aperture size could easily be the 
resolution-limiting element. 
Geometrical variations already mentioned with re- 
spect to the supplemental axial excitation field will 
also reduce resolution because the effective excitation 
voltage is a function of radius in the trap. This second 
effect has the potential to be more important than the 
first, given the strong radial dependence of the excita- 
tion field strength already discussed. It is our opinion 
that these geometrical effects are the dominant resolu- 
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tion-limiting effects for high mass analyses in commer- 
cial instruments. A full accounting of these geometrical 
effects is beyond the scope of this article, but it is clear 
that both effects may be mitigated by use of small 
apertures, which limit ion detection to those trajecto- 
ries near the axis of symmetry. 
Implications for High Mixs Analyses 
The driving force behind examinations of ion trap 
resolution in mass-selective instability scans has been 
attempts to obtain high resolution mass spectra at very 
high mass-to-charge ratios [lo, 291. Because a given 
instrument is generally limited to a maximum operat- 
ing voltage either by electrical discharge or engineer- 
ing constraints, three means have been used to extend 
the mass range of the ion trap to allow ejection of high 
mass ions: reduction of the resonance ejection operat- 
ing point 9= [5, 301, reduction of the operating fre- 
quency fl [31, 321, and reduction of the trap radius r, 
[31, 321. When one or more of these means is coupled 
with slow scan speeds, a combination of high mass 
analysis and high resolution may be obtained. 
Use of any one of these three means to expand the 
mass range results in temperature-limited resolution 
because kT P C*Mrzd/6. In the case of this limit, eq 
32 may be rewritten as 
which is the primary resolution expression for high 
mass analyses. 
The rn3j2 dependence in eq 43 indicates promising 
resolution possibilities, but is in itself misleading. If 
the operating voltage could increase without limit, this 
would describe the mass dependence of resolution. In 
practice, the highest mass-to-charge ratio detectable is 
directly proportional to the maximum operating volt- 
age according to the definition of qZ in eq 2. Substitu- 
tion of the qL expression into eq 43 allows expected 
resolution at high masses to be written as 
Equation 44 clarifies that once the maximum value of 
V has been reached, resolution as expected decreases 
with increasing mass because the operating point 9Z 
must be reduced to extend the mass range of the 
instrument. 
for very large m. Similar analogies to eqs 44 and 45 
indicate that resolution decreases with increasing mass 
(once the voltage lit is reached) by factors of mm”6 
and rn-‘/(j, respectively. 
It is not clear that reductions in r, or R in eq 44 are Ultimately the improvement of resolution will cease 
accompanied by an increase in the operating point and to keep up with the increasing mass. By using values 
that this procedure may only continue until a maxi- 
mum effective operating point for the trap is reached. 
This maximum effective value from other experiments 
appears to be qZ = 0.73 [lo, 181 rather than the ex- 
pected stability limit of 9, = 0.91. 
A clear impression of the maximum possible resolu- 
tion at high mass may be obtained by a different 
substitution of 9Z into eq 43. Substituting for the prod- 
uct r,$*, we obtain 
which describes the maximum possible resolution for 
an ion of mass m at operating point 9Z. The ratio V/r, 
comes from electrical-discharge considerations and 
represents a maximum value that is related to a maxi- 
mum electric field strength. It is also important to 
notice that this result is independent of the electrical 
charge of the ion. 
It is important to recognize that this result is based 
on the temperature-limited regime, but that reductions 
in operating frequency actually increase the secular 
frequency w so that the kT * C*Mrzw2/6 condition 
may be altered. It is also important to note that a 
similar evaluation of eq 33 to describe the maximum 
possible resolution for any ion is more difficult and 
beyond the scope of this paper. 
The analysis that produced eqs 43 through 45 uti- 
lized the ion-induced dipole-interaction model. Once 
an ion is sufficiently large, the probability that a neu- 
tral molecule will interact with the charge center rather 
than a neutral portion of the ion structure becomes 
increasingly small. The ion-neutral interaction radius is 
given by 
msM (46) 
when the ion dimensions are on the order of b,, we 
may expect that a hard-space-type scattering model 
will take over, so that the mass dependence of c, as per 
eq 11, will relate to the molecular cross section of the 
ion (i.e., an is proportional to m213). Once this limit is 
reached, the analog on eq 43 becomes 
m r,(q,~)‘m”/” C* 
amu nv!z 
&T =s 1, kT R --Mr~d 
6 
(47) 
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for the polarizability of N, and He included in MasoP 
[13], we can showethat the collision radius b, is 12.5 A 
for N, and 7.3 A for He with respect to a singly 
charged ion. These values are easily exceeded by the 
dimensions of a singly charged ion at 10,000 u, so that 
expected resolutions for such high mass ions will re- 
quire extremely low pressures to compensate for the 
less favorable hard-sphere-type interaction conditions. 
Beyond the Pseudopotential-Well Approximation 
At several times during this discussion, we alluded to 
behavior of resonance ejection scans for qz values 
beyond the 0.4 limit of the pseudopotential-well ap- 
proximation. This is of course because the resonance 
phenomena themselves are still active at these higher 
q2 values [8, 91. Furthermore, we believe there is noth- 
ing conceptually flawed about the use of this descrip- 
tion at higher qz values if appropriate considerations 
are developed. It is for this reason that we have typi- 
cally utilized w rather than q$ in resolution (and 
other) expressions so that they may be extended to 
high qz values. 
The first consideration that must be addressed to 
extend the present work beyond the pseudopotential- 
well region is the use of a harmonic oscillation model 
to determine the amplitude dispersion in eq 14. Out- 
side the pseudopotential region, v,, as used in eq 13 
is no longer accurate because harmonic components of 
the oscillation make important contributions to the rms 
velocity. Therefore A A as developed in eq 14 is typi- 
cally too small at high qz values. This should be 
compared to the results of Louris et al. [19], which 
indicate resolution decreases for qz values above 0.73. 
Second, the use of eq 1 implies a more basic as- 
sumption; this is, the amplitude distribution is un- 
changed during the scanning of the mass peak. At high 
scan speeds (i.e., II ‘/% + 1) this is clearly true, but at 
low scan speeds, additional questions are raised. In 
effect, ions may “diffuse” from low to high amplitude 
regions of the distribution because of collisions with 
neutrals. This diffusion occurs at a rate that is propor- 
tional to the reduced collision frequency times the 
width of the distribution. Therefore as long as eq 48 is 
obeyed, 
dA 
z,cAA (48) 
the distribution will remain largely unchanged during 
scanning. It is interesting to note that by substitution 
this expression can be shown to be equivalent to the 
condition a’/2r S- 1. 
At low-scan speeds, this implies that the ions may 
actually “diffuse” out of the trap prior to the normal 
ejection point of the distribution. In other words, most 
ions will enter a sufficiently high trajectory for ejection 
prior to the time when the bulk of the unaltered 
distribution would have reached the edge of the trap 
aperture. This effect may alter the ejection time for 
ions, but it does not alter the peak width because the 
relaxation time 7 is proportional to AA/CGA/St) in 
the pseudopotential-well region and in a diffusive ejec- 
tion process, the peak width is also proportional to this 
relaxation time. 
At high qz values the rate at which ions may 
change amplitude trajectories is altered by a secondary 
effect. The oscillation amplitude now is based on a 
superposition of multiple frequencies. Without colli- 
s&s-the phase relationship between the secular and 
trapping frequencies is determined by the voltages 
driving the oscillations and the initial conditions, but 
the presence of collisions may alter the phase relation- 
ship between the two oscillation frequencies. If the 
different oscillations have amplitudes on the same 
order of magnitude, it is clear that minor changes in 
phase due to collisions may produce alterations in 
amplitude on the order of A A from a single collision. 
In other words, the collision frequency of the ions with 
individual neutrals may determine the rate at which 
ions diffuse out of the trap at lower scan speeds. 
Therefore the actual collision frequency c’ described 
by 
m+M 
c1 = nv,u, = -c 
M 
(49) 
determines the relaxation time constant T’, and the 
temporal line width At may be expressed as the 
smaller of eq 20 and r’ = 4~‘. 
These additional caveats are added to the previous 
geometrical considerations. Figure 6 illustrates a com- 
parison between theoretical predictions and recent ex- 
perimental results published by the Finnigan group 
(Louris et al. [19]) and by Loundry et al. [3]. Both sets 
of results illustrate resolutions between 2 and 4 orders 
of magnitude greater than the frequency line width 
model predicts. Figure 6a compares the maximum 
resolution prediction of the present model to values 
obtained by Louris et al. [19] for the m/z 129 ion of 
xenon ejected at qz = 0.73. It already has been noted 
that a voltage prediction of 4.2 V to obtain maximum 
resolution agrees very well with the value of _ 5 V 
obtained by Louris et al. [19] at a scan rate of 5500 u/s. 
It should be noted that eq 41 predicts that maximum 
resolution will be obtained at V, values beyond the 
capability of the commercial instrument for higher 
mass ions (m/z > 100). Resolution improvements for 
high mass ions produced by using axial excitation 
voltages between 6 and 25 V were recently demon- 
strated in our laboratory [26]. 
Figure 6b compares predictions of the present model 
with results recently reported by Loundry et al. [3]. 
The lack of u112 dependence (which is indicated by the 
solid line), the lack of mass dependence, and the fact 
that that present theoretical construction still underes- 
timates the resolution line by a factor of 10 are of 
considerable concern. The authors believe this is due to 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the present model with results ob- 
tained by (a) Louis et al. (19) and by (b) Laundry et al. (3). The 
solid line indicates predicted maximum resolution. Additional 
details are in the text. 
a collection of the previously mentioned secondary 
effects. The dotted line in this figure corresponds to 
m oc’ 
_=_ 
Am 2a 
(50) 
This is the expected scan-rate dependence when the 
temporal line width is determined by the collision 
relaxation time T’. In this case, we took the pressure to 
be 10e4 torr and temperature to be 300 K. The highest 
resolution is obtained at a’/% = 1 in this curve, and 
the peak width is determined by the 7’ until eq 20 
again becomes the limiting expression for lie width. 
At the higher scan speeds, the u1/2 dependence re- 
turns, but the resolution is less than predicted because 
of (at least) two factors we have already mentioned: (1) 
the geometrical considerations in aperture shape and 
dipole excitation and (2) limitation of excitation ampli- 
tudes to 6 V on commercial instruments. Two reasons 
for not observing this same phenomenon in Figure 6a 
also should be noted: (11 the lower qz value in the 
Louris et al. [19] data reduces the drive frequency 
amplitude with respect to secular amplitude and (2) 
the initial amplitude dispersion is wider for the iower 
mass ions. 
Conclusion 
The present amplitude-dispersion-based additions to 
the frequency line-width-based model of Goeringer et 
al. [ 101 offer considerable insight into the phenomena 
that affect resolution in ion-trap-based instruments. 
Furthermore, it appears to do so at high scan speeds 
and qz values that are beyond the limiting cases used 
in the construction of the theory, even though consid- 
erable effort may be required to develop the appropri- 
ate correction values required to make the theory 
quantitative for predictions in these regions. Ongoing 
efforts by other researchers in the areas of temperature 
estimation [21-231, nonlinear resonances [9, 241, and 
ion trajectory studies [33, 341 as well as additional 
efforts in the areas of geometrical issues [27, 281 and 
collisional effects [33,34] on ion packet trajectories will 
all contribute to the ultimate understanding of ion trap 
resolution properties. 
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